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16 August 2013

Reena Kwong
Acting Group Manager
Regulatory Policy Development
AEMO
GPO Box 2008
Melbourne VIC 3001

(provided via email)

Dear Reena

With regard to your request for Nuttall Consulting to review a subm

the AEMC’s review of a nationally consistent transmission reliability

the findings of this review.

Background

AEMO has requested that Nuttall Consulting provides a response to

Australia (GA) to the AEMC’s review of a nationally consistent trans

AEMC review). The GA submission of concern specifically discusses

report) that proposed the reporting of a transmission reliability me

calculation of the expected energy not supplied (EENS) at each con

attached to a submission that AEMO made to the same AEMC revie

This letter is provided in response to this AEMO request. At the ou

the GA submission includes some views on points made in the AEM

concern the report. This letter only addresses matters that specific

submission on the report.

Overview of my review of the GA submission

The broad thrust of the GA submission appears to be a view that EE

meaningful measure of reliability because it does not allow for the

low-probability events (HILP events)1 and is not suited to benchmar

misinform stakeholders and be too much effort to prepare for any b

I do not believe that GA has provided any significant evidence in its

conclusions. In fact, as I will discuss in more detail below, in drawin
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to have misunderstood the scope of Nuttall Consulting review, draws inferences from the report

that where never intended, and at times, misrepresents statements made in the report.

Importantly, much of GA’s concern with reporting EENS seems to be about weakly-related

arguments associated with its aversion to probabilistic planning and benchmarking.

Therefore, it is important that I clarify the following:

 reporting the EENS measure does not necessitate a probabilistic planning approach

Firstly, reporting EENS measures does not lock in the need for probabilistic planning as may

be assumed from a reading of the GA submission. I believe it is just as useful for monitoring

reliability performance under the n-x type framework that the AEMC and GA favour. In fact,

if anything, I believe it may be even more worthwhile to monitor this measure if such a

regime is adopted, as it appears to be the only meaningful output-based measure that can

provide some information to customers, regulators and other stakeholders that is relevant

to the capacity-planning decisions of TNSPs. This seems very important given that, as far as I

am are aware, it was largely concerns associated with capacity-related deterministic

reliability standards that was driving the need for a consistent reliability framework in the

first place.

 the EENS measure will not allow for all catastrophic events, but this limitation does not

mean it will misinform stakeholders – assuming it is appropriately explained

Secondly – I have no disagreement with GA that there may be some limits in what outage

events are captured by the EENS measure. As discussed in the report, it uses a simulated

approach to allow for HILP events. And yes, due to the very low probability of some of these

types of event, their probability and consequence may not be known with accuracy or even

allowed for in the measure.

But for the framework currently proposed by the AEMC to work then that is exactly the

same problem faced by the standard setter, who will also have to try to allow for these types

of events in defining economically efficient n-x standards.

For customers to have any confidence in this new regime – and for its to achieve its original

purpose of ensuring economic efficiency in determining reliability - the setter will need to

perform some form of quantitative economic analysis to test the n-x type standards and

determine the appropriate parameters of such a standard. How is it to do this? Presumably,

it will have to determine the expected reliability effects of the standard on the relevant

connection points. These reliability effects will need to be defined as an output-type

measure of reliability if a value metric, such as the customer value of reliability (VCR), is used

to transform the reliability measure to its economic value. And to determine this reliability

measure in a way that it will have any use for transmission capacity planning, it will need to

allow for some HILP events. Presumably, this quantitative analysis will use a similar

simulated approach as discussed in the report. Consequently, the same problems and

limitations exist for the setter.

Furthermore, I am not in disagreement with GA that some judgement may be given to the

setter to cater for unknown or unmodellable events. But surely to achieve the transparency
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that the framework is meant to provide, the setter will be required to set out its assumption

on this. If all parties are comfortable that it is possible for the setter to make judgments on

the “unmodellable” amount of reliability2 then surely customers (and regulators) are no

more misinformed by being reported the EENS measure, in light of these stated

assumptions, than they will be misinformed by the reliability they should expect from the

standards that apply to each transmission connection point.

On this point, it is worth noting that in Nuttall Consulting’s opinion, if this judgement is so

great that it swamps the quantitative economic analysis that the setter will perform then

what will this new framework ultimately achieve? Therefore, it seems that either judgment

will dominate and economic efficiency will never be defined with any meaningful rational

definition or the judgment will be low and reported EENS will have meaningful information

content for stakeholders, provided it is appropriately explained and qualified.

 the EENS measure facilitates benchmarking – it is not a benchmark

Thirdly – I am not in disagreement with GA that EENS on its own is not a helpful benchmark.

But the report was evaluating measures against how well they would facilitate

benchmarking and comparative analysis. Not whether or not they could be used as a

benchmark.

I still believe that the EENS measure is a good measure of “service quality” for productivity

benchmarking studies. For example, it is difficult to see how a compliance measure to an n-x

standard can be used directly in such analysis. And measures of actual reliability at any

transmission connection point may be too volatile for this use.

Possibly, more importantly, EENS is a good measure on its own for comparative analysis of

reliability between connection points and jurisdictions. This type of analysis is not used to

set benchmarks per se, but it is very useful to identify matters that may need further

investigation. That is not to say that there is anything wrong with the measure of reliability

if it compares unfavourably. But something that is driving it may not be understood or

allowed for.

 the EENS measure should not be too onerous to calculate at each connection point

Finally – I agree with GA that deterministic standard are still used in many jurisdictions. And,

possibly in the 90’s, it was correct that it would be time-consuming to calculate EENS in a

routine way. And, as such, it may have been more marginal that the effort to report such a

measure was not worth the benefit.

But since that time, the technical literature has abounded with discussions around EENS and

examples of its use to make planning decisions – both capacity and life-cycle asset

management. Moreover, I would expect that most contemporary transmission businesses

will already have, are be in the process of sourcing, the systems and skills necessary to

2
Presumably, the setter will be required to clearly show the anticipated reliability as the sum of the

“modelled” reliability (i.e. an EENS type measure) plus the setter’s estimate of the amount that it cannot
explicitly determine.
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integrate this type of reliability analysis into their decision-making processes – even if they

are subject to deterministic standards.

In fact, to cater for this requirement, most commercially-available power system software

now has special-purpose reliability modules to aid in this type of analysis. Clearly, the

commercial entities producing this software would not expend the considerable cost into

developing these tools if they thought that most transmission businesses thought the

analysis was not worthwhile and provided no meaningful information. For example, PSS®E,

owned by Siemens, is one of the most widely used, if not the most widely used, power

system analysis tools for electricity transmission planning and operation. To quote an

example provided in the sales material for PSS®E:

“A transmission company wants to find the impact of using un-served energy indices

in planning its system. However, there is not much experience with this type of

analysis, and there is a concern that data preparation could be onerous. Solution:

The probabilistic reliability assessment feature of PSS®E provides a simple process

for obtaining un-served energy indices.”3

Even setting these mitigating developments aside, the report noted that the incremental

effort to the prepare the measures for each connection point may be low because 1) there is

a significant overlap of the matters that need to be resolved and defined to report EENS and

to set standards, 2) the work is an extension of national planning work already undertaken

annual by AEMO, and 3) much of the additional effort will be required to “start up” the

measurement process and will not be repeated each subsequent year.

Given my concerns, I believe that great care should be taken in drawing any conclusion from GA’s

explanation and reasoning of matters that it relates directly back to the report. Instead, views of the

merits or otherwise of the position in the report should be judged from the discussion provided in

that report.

Notwithstanding these concerns, I have tried to clarify in this letter the specific matters that are

raised in the GA submission. These broadly concern the following contentions raised in the GA

submission:

 EENS does not allow for catastrophic failures, and so, does not allow for the full extent of

HILP events

 EENS is not an appropriate or meaningful benchmark

 EENS benchmarking will not drive TNSP performance improvement

 EENS cannot be used to benchmark between TNSPs and DNSPs

 EENS benchmarking in other regulatory processes is misguided

 it is too great an effort to prepare measures of EENS at connection points.

3
Siemens website, PSS®E Transmission Reliability Assessment brochure (pdf file)
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EENS and HILP events

The first concern of GA is that the EENS measure (and probabilistic planning) do not account for the

more catastrophic HILP events4. To support this view, the GA submission quotes a paragraph in my

report that states that the calculation of EENS uses information on the frequency and extent of

network outages, and so, can be made to inherently allow for HILP events.

Importantly, it goes on to quote another paragraph in my report where I state that “(t)he asset

outage probabilities and outage durations are essential inputs to calculating the EENS measure.

Ideally, these should be based upon historical records of outage events” (emphasis added)5.

From this, GA infers an otherwise unstated proposition of AEMO and, by association, Nuttall

Consulting that we consider that the EENS measure will allow for all HILP events because it is

derived from historical data. The GA submission then goes on to note that this is not the case as the

required outage statistics derived from historical data are unlikely to contain information for

catastrophic events and discusses some other examples of where this matter has been discussed

previously (most notably during other work on determining VCRs).

I believe that GA’s interpretation of my report is misleading. I do say that “ideally” the outage data

should be based upon historical records, but I do not say that it “must”. Although not clearly stated,

I assumed that most readers would appreciate that this is not always possible. In these situations,

data may need to be taken from other sources – or even expert judgement may be required at

times.

To be clear on this point:

 I have no disagreement with the GA submission that historical data will be more suited to

estimating statistics associated with a subset of HILP events. However, provided reasonable

historical data is available, this should enable the modelling of the most significant single

and double contingency events.

 Statistical modelling may be able to be used to infer the likelihood of some lower probability

events. But, once again, I am in complete agreement with GA, this is unlikely to provide

accurate estimates of the probabilities associated with catastrophic events, such as major

cascading failures.

 However, in these situations, it is assumed that the standard setter would decide (or the

framework would define):

- what events would be material and can be modelled, and in turn, what approach

and assumptions should be used

- what events could be material, but cannot be modelled, and what, in its view, the

scale of the unmodelled reliability would be and the circumstances that this may

occur.

Importantly, as noted in the overview section above, whether or not a probabilistic approach or an

“economically efficient” n-x approach is chosen, the standard setter will need to be consulting on

these matters and making judgements on them.

4
GA submission, pg. 2

5
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 38
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Therefore, although some HILP events may not be allowed for in the reported EENS measure, the

materiality of any unaccounted events should be able to be transparently explained, via the

specifications within the framework or assumptions developed by the setter. Given this, it is difficult

to see why there should be any more concern that stakeholders will misunderstanding an EENS

measure than almost any other measure, metric, or data that TNSPs must report. All reported data

needs some form of explanation and qualification. For example, it is difficult to see that the EENS

measure would be any more prone to misunderstanding that the measures of actual transmission

reliability presently reported (do stakeholders think these allow for all possible HILP events?).

On a related matter, it is also worth noting that the GA submission states that Nuttall Consulting’s

view is that the AEMC’s proposed use of deterministically-expressed standards does not provide any

weight to HILP events, quoting a section from my report.

Clearly, as discussed above, this is an incorrect interpretation of my report and my opinion. GA

appears to have misunderstood that section of the report, which specifically related to whether or

not a measure of compliance to such a standard provides any weight to HILP events.

As I specifically noted in this section6, the standard may have been derived with some allowance for

views on HILP events. However, a measure of compliance to the standard will not be weighted in

any way by the range of HILP events that each specific connection point may be effected by.

For example, two transmission connection points may have the same standard and be loaded to the

same level relative to the standard – as such, their measure of compliance will be equal. However,

the probability or consequence of HILP events on each connection points will be different (this

assumption should be valid for any real world situation). Therefore, the compliance measure has

not provided any weighting to the effect of HILP events on the specific connection points in how it

has been calculated. That should be a relatively uncontentious point provided it is properly

understood.

Benchmarking – EENS is not a meaningful benchmark

GA agrees with Nuttall Consulting that output measures of actual year-by-year reliability at

individual connection points are not appropriate, but it does not believe that EENS is a reasonable

measure for benchmarking actual reliability.7

GA believes it is very difficult to infer meaningful information about transmission reliability by

benchmarking EENS, and provides two similar arguments to support this view.

The first is:

 probabilistic planning means that customers must be exposed to some level of EENS in order

for a some solution to be justified

 consequently, EENS on its own is not undesirable or inefficient – simply a decision signal to

determine when an action should be taken

6
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 30

7
GA submission, pg. 6
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 therefore, a benchmark that shows EENS in one place is higher than in another, does not

imply reliability is worse or inefficient in the former.

GA’s second argument is:

 EENS only indicates the benefit side of efficiency, not the cost

 therefore, it provides an incomplete and potentially misleading assessment of whether a

TNSP is proving an efficient level of reliability at a connection point.

I do not disagree with the factual correctness of GA’s premises. However, I do not believe that it

simply follows from these that therefore you cannot infer meaningful information from EENS.

Furthermore, whether or not EENS can be used for benchmarking concerns how the benchmark is

derived and used; I don’t see how it simply follows from the arguments made that EENS has no role

in benchmarking. Moreover, it certainly does not follow from these arguments that EENS has no

role in comparative analysis. Importantly, the report was not a suggesting that EENS on its own

would somehow be used to define a reliability benchmark e.g. a fixed reliability point that would

suggest those below had an inefficient reliability level. The point being made was that EENS

facilitates benchmarking and comparative analysis.

For example8, one connection point having a greater level of EENS than another of equivalent size

does imply it has poorer reliability in an absolute expected sense9. Yes, this on its own, does not say

that that that extra level of unreliability is inefficient. I doubt that any stakeholder engaged in this

process would not be aware of this; it is after all, the whole point of why the AEMC is tasked with

developing an economically efficient approach to determine reliability at each connection point. To

be clear, for any “real world” transmission network:

 each connection point will have a finite level of expected energy that will not be supplied i.e.

it has to have some finite level of unreliability10

 the “true” economically efficient level of unreliability at every connection point will be

different.

Nonetheless, it is difficult to see why such a measure of reliability - even if it only represents one

component of the “efficiency story” - would not provide useful information to stakeholders or may

mislead. Yes, for making economic decision, both sides need to be considered. But why is reporting

this EENS measure any more misleading than reporting a connection point’s VCR? They both only

represent one component of the overall efficiency story.

And yes, on its own, it does not provide a direct measure of efficiency (what reliability measure

would - should we therefore not report any?). Based upon Nuttall Consulting’s experience of

8
This example sets aside the unmodelled level of reliability discussed in the section above - or at least assumes

it is either similar in scale between comparable connection points, insignificant in an expected sense, or the
scale of this has been estimated.
9

Obviously, for connection points of different scale, the absolute measure of EENS may not reflect differences
in reliability on a per-customer basis. However, it is a relatively trivial exercise to index EENS to customer
numbers or the energy demand for such scale comparisons.
10

Noting that, in any year, the connection point may have perfect reliability i.e. actual energy not served will
be zero. And some of the expected energy not served may not be modellable. Nonetheless, this finite level of
unreliability, as a statistical expectation, still exists (we may just not be observing it).
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assessing expenditure and reliability, it seems quite straightforward to see how such a measure

would help to inform stakeholders about where there may be anomalies in reliability and planning

decisions between connection points. This, at the very least, may suggest where further

investigation may need to be made. That seems to be the cornerstone of much of what the AER is

advocating in its approach to assessing expenditure i.e. having the information and tools necessary

to target matters that it wants to investigate further. For example, assuming the n-x approach is

chosen, reporting such a measure would very quickly identify connection points where:

 EENS is low, but capacity decision are being made; or

 EENS is high, but capacity decisions do not appear to be being made.

Nothing is to say that either of these situations is actually wrong, but reporting EENS will make it far

more transparent where attention should be focused to understand the drivers of these effects.

Furthermore, some customers may want to make their own decisions, based upon measures of

reliability at connection points and their own view of the value it has to them (e.g. of the best place

to locate or whether or not to invest in backup supply). Without a measure such as EENS, it is not

clear what the alternatives are for customers (or other stakeholders) to compare reliability under

the n-x framework. For example, what meaningful comparison can a customer make of the

expected performance it may receive from the following?

 a connection point with n-1 design, where the first 80% of the 50% PoE demand must be

continual supplied, but the remaining 20% of the 50% PoE demand must be resupplied

within 4 hours – and the standard is allowed to be exceeded for 1% of the time in each year

 another connection point with n-1 design, where 100% of the 50% PoE demand must be

restored within 15 minutes

 and another connection point with n-1 design, where 100% of the 10% PoE demand must be

able to be restored within 8 hours, but 50% of the 50% PoE demand must be continually

supplied, 25% must be restored within 30 minutes and the remaining 25% must be able to

be restored within 4 hours - and up to 300 MWhr of energy supplied can exceed the

standard in any year.

All these options and many more seem to be possible based upon the AEMC’s consultation paper.

Maybe not all of these would be used in one jurisdiction, but certainly across jurisdictions something

similar to this could eventuate as jurisdictional setters attempt to optimise the economic efficiency

of the standards.

Consequently, I still believe that reporting an output-based measure, such as EENS, with appropriate

caveats as to its limitations, should provide meaningful information to stakeholder. Whether or not

it is misunderstood is simply about how it is presented and explained.

Benchmarking EENS will not drive performance improvement and enable

comparisons between TNSP and DNSPs

GA does not believe that benchmarking EENS will drive performance improvement and enable

comparisons between TNSPs and DNSPs.
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To support this view, the GA submission refers to a section in the report that notes that the

preferred reliability measure should provide consistency between transmission and distribution, and

copies the following text from the report:

“Although this review is focused on transmission, it would be preferable if reported

reliability measures were consistent between transmission and distribution. This would

reduce the effort of stakeholders to understand the measures, and make comparisons

between sectors.”11

The GA submission state that the “logical extension” of this report text is that TNSPs will be

benchmarked against DNSPs and similar incentive schemes will be required12.

I disagree with the logic and inferences made in GA’s argument on this matter. The section of my

report referred to by GA seems to be taken completely out of context from its place in the report in

order to prosecute an unrelated argument about benchmarking, which, as I have already noted

above, is not a correct interpretation of the position on this matter in the report.

The quoted text was made in a section of the report discussing the ideal characteristics of some – at

that stage of the report, unidentified – reliability measure. These ideal characteristics were being

introduced as criteria to judge possible measurement options against. They were not a listing of all

the characteristics that I believed an EENS measure had, as could easily be assumed from the

summary provided in the GA submission.

In this context, it does not seem unreasonable that it would be preferable that a measure would

have some form of consistently in how the reliability of the supply of electricity to customers would

be measured and reported for both TNSPs and DNSPs. Consistency between distribution and

transmission frameworks was a preference stated by the AEMC in its issues paper13. As stated in this

paper “(a) consistent approach … will allow stakeholders to more easily understand the levels of

reliability required of the networks, as well as the role of distribution and transmission networks in

the overall level of reliability received by end use customers.”14 In my view, it would be very

surprising to think that customers may have a preference that a measure of the reliability of the

supply they are provide by the electricity network was expressed in different ways depending on

where it was being measured.

Obviously, that does not mean reliability itself should be the same in different places. And it is

certainly incorrect to suggest that this is what Nuttall Consulting was implying in the context of a

discussion on ideal characteristic of a reliability measure. That is almost too trivial a

misrepresentation to warrant too much attention.

What Nuttall Consulting had in mind in defining that characteristic can best be shown by example.

Setting aside the other ideal characteristics discussed in that section, what would be preferable for

customers and many other stakeholders:

11
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 12

12
GA submission, pg. 7

13
AEMC, 2013, Review of the national framework for transmission reliability, Issues Paper, 28 March

2013, Sydney, pg. 11
14

AEMC, 2013, Review of the national framework for transmission reliability, Issues Paper, 28 March
2013, Sydney, pg. 12
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 similar measures, such as those based upon a unit of customer energy not supplied or

customer minutes not supplied, which has some consistency in meaning whether it is

measured and reported at a transmission connection point or at some location on the

distribution network

 or the alternative, where distribution reliability is measured and reports as customer

minutes not supplied and transmission reliability is measure and reports as some measure of

compliance to an n-x standard?

All things being even, surely the former would be preferable by customers and other stakeholders.

As also noted in the AEMC paper, consistency would aid joint planning between the TNSP and

DNSPs, and measures of the distribution and transmission components of EENS would surely

facilitate this.

On other matters raised by GA around this argument, due to this misapplication of the point Nuttall

Consulting was making and the misunderstanding of the role EENS could play in benchmarking,

these matters are not directly relevant to the point quoted from the report. Nonetheless, the

following may be helpful in contextualising the EENS measure with the concerns of GA:

 Relevance to a STPIS. The focus of the EENS measure was for reporting reliability at

connection points, not necessarily for setting targets of a STPIS. Nonetheless, a measure of

EENS has some good properties for a future STPIS because this measure can be fairly readily

transformed into an economic value, via a VCR. Therefore, as with the distribution STPIS,

the economic link between the performance to the targets and adjustments to revenue is

transparent. Furthermore, EENS will not be as sensitive to actual events, which, at the

transmission level, may lead to volatile measurement of the actual reliability measure.

Importantly, catastrophic HILP events would most likely be excluded from a STPIS anyhow,

so the lack of modelling would not affect matters.

 Statistical stability of the measure. GA stated that current STPIS transmission measures are

more statistically significant than EENS. I do not have the data to test that assertion.

However, I would find it very surprising if this advantage was materially at the transmission

connection point level, which was the purpose of the EENS measure in our report. In this

regard, there may be averaging effects that improve the statistical significance of the current

measures when they are calculated across the network (as typically occurs for a STPIS). But

it would be surprising if the accuracy of such a measure at a connection point level could be

shown to be similarly high. This seems to contradict the view held by most, including Nuttall

Consulting, AEMC and GA, that there is too much volatility of actual year-by-year reliability

at this level to make meaningful measures of reliability.

 Role in benchmarking. As discussed above, the GA submission discusses benchmarking

reliability, as if reliability is the benchmark being determined. However, it is also important

to appreciate that in a regulatory context, a reliability measure is typically required to

normalise some other benchmark (i.e. an expenditure or productivity benchmark). It would

appear to me that EENS would have better properties for this application than other

alternatives. For example, how is this achieved for a measure that represented the level of

compliance to an n-x type standard?
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The proposed use of EENS benchmarks in regulatory processes is

misguided

The GA submission states that “Nuttall Consulting’s report offers the following additional

suggestions for how the proposed EENS benchmarking may be used in other regulatory processes”

(emphasis added)15. It then goes on to copy a part of the report text, as follows:

“The AER or other stakeholders often need to assess the expenditure and investment needs

of TNSPs in various regulatory documents, including revenue proposals, pass-through and

contingent project applications, and annual planning reports. This assessment often involves

the consideration of the factors driving changes to reliability. Therefore, the measures would

add value to these processes if they provided some visibility of the network components and

issues affecting reliability.”16

Once again, I believe that this significantly misrepresents my position and the context of the quoted

text. As in the above case, the statement quoted is copied from the section discussing the ideal

characteristics of a reliability measure, under the heading visibility of the drivers of reliability. EENS

as a measurement option had not even been introduced at that stage of the report.

That said, I am sure GA will consider this point is simply semantics as later in the report I do say that

EENS had advantages in this regard. However, the actual text used as specifically relevant to EENS

was as follows:

“As the output measures make use of certain input measures, which can also be reported,

the set of measures together can provide some insight into what specific matters may be

driving unreliability or changes to reliability.”17

Clearly, the actual suggestion being offered in the report is far less contentious than what GA has

stated I was suggesting. In fact, in this context, it appears to me to be misleading to introduce my

text as GA has done.

GA goes on to state that it “does not understand how the proposed benchmarking of expected

unserved energy would have any bearing on the matters listed by Nuttall Consulting”18. Its inability

to understand this matter is far more obvious given the paragraph it had just quoted was not directly

related to either benchmarking or EENS.

Importantly, Nuttall Consulting still maintains that reporting the suite of measures, based around

EENS, that are set out in Section 5.2 of the report can be useful in understanding why one capacity

option may be more suited (i.e. economically efficient) than another to address unreliability. For

example, information on outage frequencies and duration can inform whether an option to improve

the frequency of asset outages or reduce restoration times may be better.

15
GA submission, pg. 7

16
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 12

17
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 12

18
GA submission, pg 7
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It is also quite concerning to here that GA believes all information reporting is currently fit for

purpose and it not aware of any issues that need to be addressed19. This view seems to be counter

to views by other stakeholder that appear to be driving the many changes occurring in the industry,

such as some aspects of the nationally consistent reliability framework and the AER’s better

regulation reform program.

It is also worth stating that my view expressed here is based upon my experience of reviewing

projects and programs for regulatory purposes for over 10 years. This has covered reviews of all

NEM TNSPs and most NEM DNSPs. Any business that has been subject to one of these reviews

would know that the information typically published, even if fully in accordance with existing

reporting requirements, is seldom sufficient on its own - the review normally requires other

information. Importantly, information provided in annual planning reports typically provides little

more than general guidance on why capacity planning decisions are being made. Even detailed

reviews of regulatory test applications typically require additional information to be provided.

Interestingly, I believe reporting information of the type proposed in the report may well help the

analysis and explanation of differences between TNSPs and connection point reliability to

stakeholders, and the potential benefits of this may outweigh any risks on TNSPs that it may be

misapplied or misunderstood. Maybe the spectre of benchmarking transmission means that GA is

missing opportunities that could help its members explain reliability, their capacity decisions, and

the factors driving differences between jurisdictions.

Setting the ex ante allowance

GA disagrees with AEMO’s position that it is not significantly more complex to apply probabilistic

planning than to operate with the economic redundancy regime. GA notes that AEMO accepts there

will be more steps to apply this process, but question how this view can be then reconciled with a

position that it will not result in more effort20.

To support this view, GA quotes part of the report, which lists the following matters that will need to

be defined within the framework:

 “the outage events to be modelled

 the preparation of outage probability models

 the applicable network ratings

 assigning EENS to connection points

 customer demand assumptions

 generation dispatch assumptions

 network and generation development assumptions

 load transfers and restoration assumptions

 circumstances where the standard methodology and assumption can be changed for

preparing the measures.”21

19
GA submission, pg. 7

20
GA submission, pg. 11

21
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 37
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The GA submission then goes on to quote another section of the report, where I stated that

preparing the EENS measure will require more effort on the part of TNSPs or AEMO. The GA

submission follows this by stating that “the discussion in the Nuttall Consulting report illustrates very

clearly the likely additional effort that will be required to implement AEMO’s proposal for the use

of EENS forecasts as a form of reliability measure”22 (emphasis added).

Similar to many of my concerns expressed above, this appears to be a very selective copy of

statements from my report to prosecute GA’s argument. I do not disagree that extra effort will be

required; I make this quite clear in my report.

However, my report also provides additional discussion on this matter and, importantly, states that

“the actual incremental effort may be able to be minimised by the careful design of standardised

models and assumptions. As such, the cost of this increased effort may well be much lower than the

overall benefits of reporting these measures”23.

In coming to this view, I note in my report the following three mitigating factors:

 The matters quoted by GA and dot pointed above, will most likely need to be decided upon

to enable the reliability and economic analysis necessary to periodically test and set the n-x

type standards preferred by AEMC. As such, we are only interested in incremental effort

above this here.

 Furthermore, AEMO already performs a process through its national planner role that

measures EENS in places. This could be extended to enable connection point measure to be

made – reducing the overall incremental effort further.

 Also, much of the effort is probably “start-up” effort, and so, the ongoing measurement

effort may be much lower.

Clearly, GA considers there to be no benefit in reporting this measure, and so, the above may be

moot points in its opinion. However, as discussed in the report, but largely left unchallenged by the

GA submission, I have considered other transmission reliability measurement alternatives and not

found any to be more suitable as a measure of reliability that can inform transmission capacity-

planning decisions. To take an alternative view would require a more complete critique of the

evaluation provided in the report, which is not contained in the GA submission.

Closing

I trust you will find this review helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any

further clarifications.

Yours sincerely

Brian Nuttall
Director

22
GA submission, pg. 11

23
Nuttall Consulting report, pg. 29
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